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ABSTRACT Global Satellite Navigation System (GNSS) can’t provide normal location service in the

indoor environment because the signal can be blocked by buildings. The pseudolites system can supplement

GNSS, especially in the indoor environments. A new indoor array pseudolites system is introduced, its

multi-channel transmitter has an identical clock source. The high-precision Doppler positioning method

based on Z-fixed Known Point Initialization (Z-KPI) is developed without ambiguity resolution. Some static

and dynamic tests are conducted to evaluate the positioning accuracy of this newmethod. In the static testing,

the average Doppler measurement error is 1×10-5 m/s, which lays the foundation of the high precision

velocity measurement, and the average positioning error is 0.02 m in X axis, 0.004 m in Y axis, and the

average velocity error is 3.28×10−5 m/s in X axis, 1.94×10−5 m/s in Y axis. In the dynamic test, the

maximum positioning error is 0.39 m in X axis, 0.34 m in Y axis. Finally, the reason for adopting the Z-fixed

KPI algorithm is explained by the horizontal dilution of precision (HDOP), meanwhile, the influence of the

known initialization point error on indoor positioning accuracy is analyzed, when a deviation from −1.5 m

to 0.9 m is added to the Z-axis of the KPI, the maximum positioning error is 0.311 m in X axis, 0.08 m

in Y axis; when the horizontal deviation tolerance of the KPI is set from - 0.5 m to 0.5 m, the maximum

horizontal positioning error is less than 0.5 m.

INDEX TERMS Indoor array pseudolites, positioning, velocity, Doppler observation, Z-fixed KPI.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the development of LBS in urban area, the indoor

positioning system has been getting a lot of attention in

the academic and commercial fields. Global Satellite Nav-

igation System provides a high-precision, wide-area cov-

erage and high-continuity positioning service for personal

smartphones in the outdoor environment. However, GNSS

can’t provide the normal location service in the indoor envi-

ronment because the signal can be blocked by buildings.

In recent years, multiple pseudolites systems, such as IMES

and Locata, have been supplemented to GNSS, especially for

the indoor environments. GNSS-like signals can be used by

the pseudolites system [1]–[6], and the signals can be tracked
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by a commercial GNSS receiver with minor modifications for

the positioning software.

Several pseudolites systems have been proposed to achieve

high-precision indoor positioning. The indoormessaging sys-

tem (IMES) developed by Japanese Aerospace Exploration

Agency [7]–[9] is based on the proximity location, and

the positioning error of IMES is usually from 5 meters to

10 meters. The multi-channel pseudolites with array antenna

is proposed by Fujii et al. [10], the array antenna consists

of three antennas which are located at the interval of the

half-wavelength of the GPS L1 carrier wave, i.e., at 95.15mm

from each other. It does not require the time synchroniza-

tion and indoor multipath problems of indoor positioning

with conventional pseudolites, and the positioning accuracy

varies from centimeter- to meter-level according to the geo-

metric relation between the antenna array and the receiver.

However, the multi-channel pseudolites is difficult to
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support dynamic positioning and has only a 4m×4m position-

ing coverage area. Another multi-channel pseudolite called

the GNSS repeater has been proposed by Niwa [11]–[14],

which realizes indoor positioning using carrier phase differ-

ence method with the base and rover stations. A combined

approach of Doppler and carrier-based hyperbolic positioning

with a multi-channel GPS-pseudolite for indoor localization

has also been proposed by Fujii et al. [23], an state equation

of three dimensional(3-D) receiver’s position and orientation,

and ambiguity is established, an observation equation for

Doppler positioning is used to estimate the offset of three

dimensional(3-D) position and orientation, a nonlinear obser-

vation equation for carrier phase difference between pseu-

dolites is used to estimate ambiguity, therefore, it needs to

overcome such problems as ambiguity resolution, non-linear

observation equation, positioning stability and real-time, etc..

The most famous indoor pseudolites system is produced

by Locata Corporation [2], [15], [16], which consists of

a network (LocataNet) of time-synchronised transceivers

(LocataLites), and it has the potential to allow point position-

ing with sub-cm precision (using carrier phase) for a mobile

unit. To achieve synchronization among all the pseudolites’

clock, TimeLoc technology can provide an autonomously

synchronized network, which requires the additional ranging

signals (code and carrier) and the visibility between pseudo-

lites. Therefore, it is very difficult to apply and cover wide

areas in the indoor environment.

Due to severe multipath effects, the high-precision indoor

pseudolites positioning (cm-level) is difficult to use pseudo-

range observations. Several methods of using carrier phase

observation have been developed and the core problem is how

to fix the ambiguities. The ambiguity function method [17]

and LAMBDA [18], [19] can be usually used to solve the

fixed ambiguities for GNSS outdoor positioning, but the

pseudolites can’t use those methods because of the poor accu-

racy of the pseudo-range and the bad geometry structure in the

indoor environment. Therefore, the KPImethod [20], [21] has

been generally adopted to solve ambiguities. In many cases,

even if the known points reach centimeter-level precision,

it still cannot pass the ambiguity validation [22]. Because the

complexity of the LAMBDA method of pseudolites system

will consume computing resources of processor and power

of smartphones, it is not suitable for the indoor pedestrian

navigation using smartphones.

In the following sections, a new indoor array pseudolites

system is introduced, which overcomes the problem of com-

plex time synchronization of the traditional pseudolites [24],

each signal of the array pseudolites is generated at the same

time by the pulse per second (1PPS), then the clock drift of

pseudolites should be same. In addition, we developed the

Z-fixed KPI algorithm based on the high-precision carrier

phase and Doppler measurements to calculate the velocity

of receiver, then, the receiver position of current epoch is

computed by the position of previous epoch, the speed of

current epoch and the time interval of the observation. The

new method has two advantages: first, it does not need to

solve the integer ambiguity, has less computation and is

suitable for smartphones; second, the centimeter-level posi-

tioning can be achieved by using the high precision Doppler

and carrier phase observation. Finally, the reason for adopting

the Z-fixed algorithm is explained, and the indoor positioning

accuracy is analyzed.

II. POSITIONING THEORY

A. INDOOR ARRAY PSEUDOLITES SYSTEM

Fig.1 illustrates the system structure of indoor array pseu-

dolites consisting of three parts: the multi-channel signal

transmitter, array antennas and user terminal.

FIGURE 1. Illustration of proposed system.

1) INDOOR ARRAY PSEUDOLITES TRANSMITTER

Each channel of the indoor array pseudolites system transmits

a signal with a unique C/A code modulated on GPS L1 and

BDS B1 carrier waves. The signal properties of the pseudo-

lites are shown in TABLE 1. The signals of array pseudolites

are generated at the same time by 1PPS, and the clock drift

of each channel for indoor array pseudolites can be same. In

this way, the complex time synchronization can be avoided.

2) USER TERMINAL

Fig.2 shows the user terminal including an antenna, a Blue-

tooth module, and a commercialized receiver chip (such

as ublox M8T/P, Unicorecomm UC6226). The GNSS chip

tracks signals of indoor array pseudolites and provides raw
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TABLE 1. Signal properties of indoor array pseudolites.

FIGURE 2. Architecture of user terminal.

observations of carrier-phase and Doppler. The raw obser-

vations from the GNSS chip are transmitted to smartphone

via Bluetooth signal. Then, position and speed of receiver are

computed on smartphone processors.

B. ALGORITHM

1) VELOCITY OF DOPPLER OBSERVATION

The Doppler Observation equation between receiver u and

transmitting channel i of indoor array pseudolites can be

written as:

c

f
· Diu = Ṙiu + c · dṫu − c · dṫs + ε̇iu (1)

whereDiu is the Doppler measurement between receiver u and

transmitting channel i of indoor array pseudolites; c is the

speed of light; f is the frequency of navigation signal; Ṙiu is

the change rate of geometric distance between receiver u and

transmitting antenna i of pseudolites; dṫu is the rate of receiver

clock biases; dṫs is the rate of pseudolites clock biases; ε̇iu is

the combined error residual.

The rate of geometric distance Ṙiu can be written as:

Ṙiu

=
(xu − x i)(ẋu − ẋ i) + (yu−y

i)(ẏu − ẏi) + (zu − zi)(żu−ż
i)

√

(xu − x i)2 + (yu − yi)2 + (zu−zi)2

(2)

where xu, yu, zu are the three-dimensional coordinates of

receiver u; ẋu, ẏużu are the velocity of receiver u, which

can be solved with four Doppler measurements and least

squares estimation; x i, yizi are the three-dimensional position

of pseudolites’ transmitting antenna i; ẋ i = 0, ẏi = 0, żi = 0

are the velocity of indoor stationary pseudolites.

Inserting (2) into (1) gives:

c

f
· Diu =

(xu − x i) · ẋu + (yu − yi) · ẏu + (zu − zi) · żu
√

(xu − x i)2 + (yu − yi)2 + (zu − zi)2

+c · dṫu − c · dṫs + ε̇iu (3)

The observation equations of indoor array pseudolites can

be expressed as the following matrix form:
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(4)

The matrix on the left-hand side of (4) can be defined asG,

and the two column vectors on the right-hand side are defined

as b and ε respectively, then (4) is written as:

G · vu,s = b + ε (5)

If the initial value of vu is used for the solution-updating

process, the Newton-Raphson method is described as vu,0 =

(ẋu,0, ẏu,0, żu,0). The least squares updated solution can be

represented as:

1vu,0 = (GTG)−1GTb (6)

Then the estimated velocity can be updated iteratively

according to

v̂u,1 = vu,0 + 1vu,0 (7)

2) POSITION BASED ON VELOCITY ESTIMATION

The estimated position ru,1 can be written as:

ru,1 = ru,0 + v̂u,1 · 1t (8)

where ru,0 is the initial value of ru which is the coordinate of

receiver u. 1t represents time interval of the observation.

3) Z-FIXED KNOWN POINT INITIALIZATION METHOD

A new method is proposed in the paper and the procedure

of the z-fixed Known Point Initialization (KPI) algorithm is

shown in Fig.3.
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FIGURE 3. The procedure of the Z-fixed KPI algorithm.

Step I:

The first step of our approach is to compute the

carrier-phase rate in (9), detect and eliminate abnormal

Doppler measurements.

φ̇ik =
φik+1t − φik

1t
(9)

where φ is the carrier-phase observation; superscript i rep-

resents the transmitting channel of pseudolites; k represents

observation epoch and 1t represents time interval of the

observation.

Step II:

The starting point of receiver is initialized and its three-

dimensional (3D) coordinates are known. The coordinates

of Z-axis are set to a constant during the measurements of

position and velocity. Therefore, our approach is called the

Z-fixed KPI algorithm.

Step III:

The Newton-Raphson method in (6) and (8) is used to

estimate velocity and position of user receiver.

III. POSITIONING EXPERIMENT

A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The performance of the proposed indoor positioning system

is evaluated in a room as shown in Fig.4, the size of the room

is about 39 meters long and 25 meters wide. The antenna

coordinates of pseudolites and receiver were surveyed pre-

cisely with a total station, the precise position of receiver

is known as a ground truth, which is compared with the

positioning result of pseudolites and ultra-wideband (UWB).

Fig.5 shows the array antenna of 3 meters diameter, based

on a circular array of eight Right-Hand Circularly Polarized

(RHCP) antenna elements, and the height of the antenna

element is 8 meters above the ground.

B. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The static test is performed firstly. If the speed of the receiver

is zero, (3) can be written as:

c

f
· Diu = c · dṫu − c · dṫs + ε̇iu (10)

FIGURE 4. Experimental environment of indoor array pseudolites.

FIGURE 5. The antennas’ distribution of indoor array pseudolites.

Assumming that the combined error residual ε̇iu is Gauss

white noise, the rate of pseudolites and receiver clock biases

can be calculated as:

c · dṫsu = c · dṫu − c · dṫs =

n
∑

i=1

c
f

· Diu

n
and

ε̇iu = Diu −

n
∑

i=1

c
f

· Diu

n
(11)

where n is the number of signal channels received by the

receiver at the same epoch.

Fig.6 shows the Doppler error by the static test of the

indoor array pseudolites. The average Doppler measurement

error ε̇iu is 1 × 10−5 m/s, the standard deviation (Std) of

Doppler measurement error is from 0.002 m/s to 0.004 m/s.

It is can be concluded that a high-precision velocity and

positioning can be achieved by the millimeter-scale Doppler

measurement.

Fig.7 shows the results of 2-D static positioning and veloc-

ity for pseudolites, the average positioning error is 0.02 m

in X axis, 0.004 m in Y axis. It is shown that the average

velocity error is 3.28× 10−5 m/s in X axis, 1.94× 10−5 m/s

in Y axis. The standard deviation of the X-axis and Y-axis

positioning errors are 0.0037 m and 0.0044 m, respectively.
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FIGURE 6. Doppler error by static test of indoor array pseudolites.

The standard deviation of the X-axis and Y-axis velocity

errors are 0.011 m/s and 0.0077 m/s, respectively.

To test the accuracy of dynamic positioning, two methods

are used: One is the statistical method based on known points,

by calculating the deviation of the true and measured position

of endpoints; the other is the positioning trajectory compari-

son method between UWB and pseudolites.

Fig.8 shows the dynamic positioning results for eight test

paths (straight path from 68 to 69 and from 18 to 43, triangular

path from 68, 69, 66 to 68, random path from 47 to 47,

from 47 to 38, and from 99 to 99). The initialized known

points reach centimeter-level precision by Total Station, and

the coordinates of Z-axis produces random deviation less than

0.2 meters during people’s movement. The test receiver can

reach the end point from the starting point in each path, its

positioning trajectory is continuous and stable without any

big jump. It can be concluded that the coordinate of Z axis

can be assigned an approximate value for pedestrian indoor

positioning to reduce the complexity of pedestrian operation

and navigation.

TABLE 2 shows the dynamic positioning error, the max-

imum positioning error is 0.39 m in X axis, and 0.34 m in

Y axis. The maximum horizontal positioning error is 0.52 m,

and the average horizontal positioning error is 0.21 m.

Fig.9 shows the comparison of position trajectories

between UWB and pseudolites. The results show that the

proposed indoor positioning system has a similar accuracy

with the UWB.

IV. POSITIONING ERROR OF INDOOR ARRAY

PSEUDOLITES

The reason for adopting the Z-fixed algorithm is explained by

the HDOP in this section. Besides, the influence of the known

initialization point error on indoor positioning accuracy is

analyzed.

A. DILUTION OF PRECISION

1) 3D AND 2D HDOP

The three dimensional (3D) velocity error is estimated by the

‘‘dilution of precision’’ (DOP) [25], which can be expressed

FIGURE 7. Static test of indoor array pseudolites: (a) positioning results,
(b) positioning error and (c) velocity error.

as:

cov(1ru) = σ 2
ε · (GTG)−1 (12)

If (GTG)−1 is defined as H, the DOP can be expressed as

the diagonal elements of H as follows

H =









xDOP2

yDOP2

zDOP2

tDOP2









(13)
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TABLE 2. Dynamic positioning error.

FIGURE 8. Dynamic positioning results of indoor array pseudolites.

FIGURE 9. Comparison of position trajectories between UWB and
pseudolites.

The variance of 3D-velocity error is given by

σ 2
vx

= σ 2
ε · xDOP2

σ 2
vy

= σ 2
ε · yDOP2

σ 2
vz

= σ 2
ε · zDOP2

σ 2
vt

= σ 2
ε · tDOP2 (14)

FIGURE 10. Indoor array pseudolites: (a) 2D-velocity HDOP and
(b) 3D-velocity HDOP.

HDOP is defined as:

σvxy=

√

σ 2
vx

+σ 2
vy
=σε ·

√

xDOP2+yDOP2=σε · HDOP (15)

For the indoor array pseudolites, the z-fixed KPI algo-

rithm can be used to solve the two dimensional (2D) veloc-

ity of receiver, then the diagonal elements of H can be

written as:

H =





xDOP2

yDOP2

tDOP2



 (16)
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FIGURE 11. Z-axis deviation of known point: (a) analytic procedure and
(b) positioning result.

2) HDOP ANALYSIS

According to the installation parameters of array antenna as

shown in Fig.5, the 2D-velocity HDOP of indoor array pseu-

dolites is given in Fig.10 (a), which ranges from 10 to 110.

The 3D-velocity HDOP is given in Fig.10 (b), which drastic

ranges from 1 × 104 to1.5 × 105.

Since the average Doppler error is 1× 10−5 m/s as shown

in Fig.6, the average velocity error is from 1 × 10−4 m/s to

1.1 × 10−3 m/s in 2D-velocity, and from 0.1 m/s to 1.5 m/s

in 3D-velocity. Therefore, the least squares iteration process

for 3D-velocity of indoor array pseudolites can’t converge.

B. Z-AXIS DEVIATION OF KNOWN POINT

The statistical method based on known points is used to

analyze the positioning error because of Z-axis deviation of

KPI. The analytic procedure is shown in Fig.11(a), a deviation

from -1.5 m to 0.9 m is added to the Z-axis of the initialized

known points. Fig.11(b) shows the positioning result from the

starting point 68 to the endpoint 69. It can be seen from the

positioning error of TABLE 3 that the maximum positioning

error is 0.311 m in X axis, 0.08 m in Y axis. Therefore,

the Z-axis of the initialized known points can be assigned an

approximate value for pedestrian indoor positioning. Com-

pared with the traditional ambiguity resolution method, the

Z-fixed algorithm can reduce the user’s operation complexity

and enhance the continuity of positioning results.

FIGURE 12. Positioning error: (a) X-axis deviation of known point and
(b) Y-axis deviation of known point.

TABLE 3. Positioning error at endpoint 69.

C. HORIZONTAL DEVIATION OF KNOWN POINT

A deviation from -5 m to 5 m is added to the X-axis and

Y- axis of the initialized known points as shown in TABLE 4

and Fig.12, which cause a horizontal and non-linear offset of

the positioning trajectory. For example, if X deviation of KPI

is -5 m, and Y deviation of KPI is 0 m, then the positioning

error is -2.49 m in X axis and -0.047 m in Y axis.

For pedestrian indoor positioning, an initialized known

point is usually an approximate position, then the horizontal

deviation tolerance of the initialized known points should

be set from - 0.5 m to 0.5 m, and the maximum horizontal

positioning error is less than 0.5 m.
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TABLE 4. Positioning error at endpoint 69.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper proposes a new indoor array pseudolites position-

ing system. The time synchronization is not required in this

system since the same clock drift of pseudolites can be esti-

mated as an unknown parameter. Secondly, the high-precision

Doppler velocity measurement and positioning method based

on the Z-fixed Known Point Initialization (KPI) is developed

without ambiguity resolution, and this low computational

complexity method is more suitable for running on smart-

phone processors. Thirdly, the array indoor pseudolites can

achieve centimeter level precision for dynamic and static

positioning if the known points reach centimeter level pre-

cision. Finally, compared with the traditional ambiguity res-

olution method of indoor pseudolites, the Z-axis KPI method

can be assigned an approximate value for pedestrian indoor

positioning, reducing the user’s operation complexity and

enhance the continuity of positioning results.

In the future, the study of indoor array pseudolites will

focus on the multiple access scheme [26], [27] with pseudo-

lites network, coordinates of initial points and so on. Because

the carrier phase difference measurement of indoor array

pseudolites is very stable and has fingerprint characteristics

which is similar toWiFi-CSI, then, some deep learning meth-

ods [28], [29] can be used to process carrier phase difference

data and calculate the coordinate of initial point.
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